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Naked-Eye Rangefinding: A Practical Guide
Filiusventi1

Abstract
This whitepaper explores the use of naked-eye methods for makeshift navigation, surveying, and rangefinding in ad
hoc and improvised situations. It discusses the benefits of these methods, including their simplicity, independence
from electronics, low risk of detection, wide applicability, and independence of electromagnetic factors. It also
examines the limitations of the human eye and the techniques that can be used to maximize the use of these
methods. The whitepaper concludes by highlighting the importance of understanding the limits and capabilities of
the naked eye in order to make effective use of these methods.
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1. Introduction
Land navigation is a perishable skill, and a consistent
practice is important to keep skills sharp and at the ready.
As travel, commerce, fire/rescue, police and military opera-
tions have become utterly dependent on electronic means
for navigation and reconnaissance, daily and routine occur-
rences invite a degree of extra risk by its very dependency
on electronic methods.

Accurate makeshift navigation, surveying, and
rangefinding are essential for a wide range of applications.
In many cases, high-tech solutions such as laser range
finders are used to gather this information. However,
there are situations where these technologies may not be
feasible or practical, such as when operating in on-the-fly
conditions, or when electronic devices are not available or
reliable. In these situations, low-tech methods using the
naked eye can be a valuable alternative. This whitepaper
explores the acuity of the human eye and its potential for
makeshift navigation, surveying, and rangefinding, as
well as the advantages of using naked-eye methods in
certain circumstances. By understanding the limitations
and capabilities of the naked eye, we can make informed
decisions about when and how to use these methods to
gather accurate and reliable information.

1.1 Description of the problem
The modern gold standard in outdoor measurement is a
laser range finder (LRF). This device transmits a laser
pulse to determine the distance to an object; what is
measured is the time for the pulse to hit the object and
reflect back to the device. However, LRFs are not always
indicated and may not work as expected due to various
factors.

Ultrasonic range finders also have limitations and
can be low in accuracy and are often useful only in small
measurement ranges.
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In larger scenarios where GPS (the Global Positioning
System) is the preferred method, the system is not without
weakness and is subject to vulnerabilities. GPS can be
jammed intentionally, or its fix can be mangled by the
density of nearby buildings.

1.2 Brief overview of the importance of rangefinding
in various fields

Rangefinding is important in a variety of fields, including
construction, land management, military operations, and
mapping. In construction it is necessary for determining
the dimensions and layout of a building or other structure.
In land management, surveyors use it to measure and
map, including determining property boundaries and topo-
graphical features. Military operations often rely on it to
accurately target weapons and to gather intelligence on en-
emy positions. Mapping also requires accurate rangefind-
ing in order to create reliable and detailed maps of an
area. In all these fields, a high accuracy in rangefinding
is crucial for making informed decisions and completing
tasks and creating products effectively and efficiently.

1.3 Limitations of using high-tech solutions
There are several challenges and limitations to using high-
tech solutions such as LRFs when standard scenarios no
longer apply:

• Limited availability: High-tech solutions and pos-
sibly related (data) connections may not always be
readily available, particularly if they are specialized
or expensive.

• Dependence on electronics: LRFs rely on electronic
components, which can be vulnerable to damage,
malfunction, or loss of power. It may not be possible
to repair or replace these components, limiting the
reliability and usefulness of the devices.

• Vulnerability to interference: LRFs can be disrupted
by environmental factors such as fog, rain, or snow,
as well as by interference from other electronic de-
vices. This can affect the accuracy and reliability of
the measurements.

• Atmospheric conditions: High sun, transverse winds,
and atmospheric heat bubbles can also wreak havoc
on an LRF reading, negatively influencing measure-
ments.

• Detection risk: In some cases, using a LRF may be
detectable by others, which could pose a security
risk or derail or compromise a mission.

1.4 Benefits of using low-tech, naked-eye methods
There are several benefits to using low-tech, naked-eye
methods for rangefinding:

• Simplicity and accessibility: Specialized or expen-
sive equipment is not required, enhancing accessi-
bility and ease of use.

• Independence from electronics: Reducing reliance
on electronic devices strengthens resilience in sit-
uations where electronics are contraindicated, un-
available, or unreliable.

• Low risk of detection: No emittance of detectable
signals decreases the likelihood of detection in situ-
ations where evasion or invisibility is required.

• Wide applicability: Usability in and around struc-
tures is maintained where LRFs are not working.

• Improvisation and adaptability: Flexibility and im-
provisation is provided, allowing easy adaptation in
a wide range of circumstances.

Naked-eye methods can be a valuable alternative to
high-tech solutions in situations where electronics are
unavailable or unreliable, or where LRFs are counter-
indicated.

1.5 Solution to the problem
Laser rangefinding and GPS are wonderful advancements,
but they have come at a cost to our common human skill
set. The math and science behind the tools themselves
have been dropped from our collective knowledge, and we
must rely on the scientists, engineers, and mathemati-
cians who have brought them into development. In be-
coming dependent on these labor-saving tools, we have
come to disregard our own remarkable capabilities and
features: the human eye.

2. Acuity of the human eye

2.1 Definition and explanation of acuity
Acuity refers to the sharpness or clarity of vision. In the
context of the human eye, acuity refers to the ability to
see fine details and distinguish small differences in the
size, shape, and spacing of objects. Acuity is an important
factor in rangefinding, as it directly affects and determines
the level of detail that can be observed and measured with
the naked eye.

Visual acuity is the spatial resolving
capacity of the visual system (Kalloni-
atis and Luu, 2007).

There are several factors that affect the acuity of the
human eye, including the size and shape of the eye’s lens,
the sensitivity of the retina, and the clarity of the cornea.
Acuity is also influenced by external factors such as light-
ing conditions, distance from the object being viewed, and
the presence of temporary or permanent visual impair-
ments or distortions.

The acuity of the human eye is not constant, and can
vary depending on the conditions and the specific task
being performed. In general, the human eye is most acute
when viewing small, high-contrast objects at a moderate
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distance, and least acute when viewing large, low-contrast
objects at a distance or small, low-contrast objects up
close.

2.2 Types of acuity tasks
There are multiple types of tasks performed where using
visual acuity is a factor, per Kalloniatis and Luu (2007):

1. Target detection: This type of task requires only the
perception of the presence or absence of an aspect of
the stimuli, and does not require the discrimination
of target detail. Examples of target detection tasks
include detecting the presence of an object in the
field of view, or identifying the presence of a specific
feature or characteristic.

2. Target recognition: This type of task requires the
recognition or naming of a target, and is typically
used in (clinical) visual acuity measurements. Test
objects used in target recognition measurements are
usually large enough that detection is not a limiting
factor, but careful selection and design of the objects
(e.g., Snellen letters1) is important to ensure that
the task is challenging, in order to determine the
amount of acuity, but not impossible. Target recog-
nition tasks require a more detailed perception and
discrimination of the target, as the observer must
identify specific features or characteristics in order
to recognize the target.

3. Target resolution: This type of task requires the
threshold expressed as the smallest angular size
at which subjects can discriminate the separation
between critical elements of a stimulus pattern such
as a pair of dots, a grating, scale marks, or a checker-
board.

4. Target localization: This type of task involves dis-
criminating differences in the spatial position of
segments of a test object, such as a break or disconti-
nuity in contour. Visual acuity measured in this way
is called Vernier acuity (a type of hyperacuity) and
the discontinuity is specified in terms of its angular
size.

Visual acuity is the capability used for tasks that re-
quire the perception and discrimination of visual stimuli,
and is tested using both target detection and target recog-
nition tasks.

1Snellen letters are designed in such a way that the size of the critical
detail (e.g., the stroke and gap width) subtends 1

5 th of the overall height.
To measure a person’s visual acuity using Snellen letters, the smallest
line of letters that the person can correctly identify is determined. The
visual acuity is then calculated using the formula V A = D′

D , where D′ is
the standard viewing distance (usually 6 meters) and D is the distance
at which each letter of the line subtends 5 minutes of arc (MOA). The
reciprocal of the Snellen notation (visual acuity) is the angle (in MOA)
that the strokes of the letter subtend at the person’s eye. This angle is
used to indicate the visual acuity, with smaller angles corresponding to
better visual acuity (Kalloniatis and Luu, 2007).

2.3 Limits of human visual acuity
The limits of human visual acuity refer to the minimum
size of an object that can be distinguished by the naked
eye under ideal conditions. This minimum size is typically
measured in terms of an angle subtended by the object at
the eye, known as the “angle of resolution.” The smaller
the angle of resolution, the finer the details that can be
distinguished by the eye, and the higher the acuity.

The limits vary depending on the specific task being
performed and the individual viewer. In general, the hu-
man eye can resolve details down to an angle of about
1 minute of arc (MOA), which is approximately 0.0167°,
which corresponds to a spatial resolution of about 0.3 mil-
limeters at a distance of 1 meter or 0.3 m at a distance of
1 km. However, this level of acuity is difficult to maintain
for extended periods of time, and is rarely achieved in
real-world conditions.

Assuming the closest distance an adult can
focus (≈ 100 mm) and an average maximal
acuity of 1 MOA, the smallest visible dimen-
sion comes down to 29 microns. This amounts
to about 3

10 of a strand of hair (Kalloniatis and
Luu, 2007).

The limits of human visual acuity have a significant
impact on rangefinding, as they determine the level of
detail that can be observed and measured with the naked
eye. If the object being observed is smaller than the mini-
mum size that can be distinguished by the eye, or it is too
far away, it is not possible to accurately measure its size or
position. In both cases, the accuracy of the measurement
is compromised.

2.4 The limits of naked-eye observation
However impressive is the human visual command, the
limits of acuity will naturally constrain naked-eye obser-
vation.

There is general agreement that reason-
ably good naked-eye observations deal ade-
quately with objects separated by 5 MOA.

As Price has observed, this sort of accu-
racy corresponds to an error of 1 millimeter
in angular scale on a circular disk of radius
72 centimeters, with a concomitant error in
time measurement of 20 seconds, and longi-
tude (terrestrial) of 2°30′ (Daffa and Stroyls,
1983).

2.5 The physical frontier
Researchers have concluded the precise parameters of
what can be seen when a user has 20

20 vision.

The retina in the eye contains two types of
structures: cones and rods. The cones in the
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retina are responsible for vision in bright envi-
ronments, otherwise known as photopic vision.
These are responsible for high visual acuity,
and are the only structures within the fovea,
found inside the macula at the posterior por-
tion of the retina. Rods are used for vision in
dark environments, known as scotopic vision.
While pupil movements are rather quick to
adjust to changes in light levels, it requires an
average of 7 minutes for the chemical process
within the eye to take place and to allow the
individual to adjust fully to a dark environ-
ment (Gross et al., 2008).

Generally, visual acuity decreases
when the field of view increases.

This means, have the small thing nearby
and the big things further away. The human
eye can resolve and recognize black letter
shapes on a white background correspond-
ing to a spatial frequency of 30 cycles/degree
or 5′. For our purposes, visual acuity is best
described as a function of viewing distance.
Measured in degrees the visual acuity of the
average normally sighted person is 1

60 degree,
or 1 MOA (Kalloniatis and Luu, 2007).

The standard definition of normal visual
acuity ( 20

20 vision) is the ability to resolve a
spatial pattern separated by a visual angle of
one minute of arc. Since one degree contains
sixty minutes, a visual angle of one minute of
arc is 1

60 of a degree. The spatial resolution
limit is derived from the fact that one degree
of a scene is projected across 288 µm of the
retina by the eye’s lens.

In this 288 µm, there are 120 color sensing
cone cells packed. Thus, if more than 120 alter-
nating white and black lines are crowded side-
by-side in a single degree of viewing space,
they will appear as a single gray mass to the
human eye. With a little trigonometry, it is
possible to calculate the resolution of the eye
at a specific distance away from the lens of
the eye.

For the case of normal visual acuity the
angle Theta (Θ) is 1

60 of a degree.
[This angle Theta is the angle subtended

by an observed object’s outer bounds.]
By bisecting this angle we have a right

triangle with angle Θ
2 that is 1

120 of a degree.
Using this right triangle it is easy to calculate
the distance x

2 for a given distance d.

x
2
= d · tan(Θ)

2

When visually inspecting an object for a de-
fect such as a crack, the distance (d) might be
around 12 inches. This would be a comfortable
viewing distance. At 12 inches, the normal vi-
sual acuity of the human eye is 0.00349 inch.
What this means is that if you had alternating
black and white lines that were all 0.00349 inch
wide, it would appear to most people as a mass
of solid gray (CNDE, 2022).

2.6 Further limitations
Visual acuity is additionally impaired by diffraction, aber-
rations, and photoreceptor density in the eye. Apart from
these limitations, a number of factors also affect visual
acuity such as refractive error, illumination, contrast, and
the location of the retina being stimulated (Kalloniatis
and Luu, 2007).

However, it is important to note that “normal” visual
acuity by no means implies “normal” vision.

Human sight has the advantage of interpreting a wide
range of information that needs to be evaluated qualita-
tively, and even when we are relying on advanced equip-
ment, the equipment is only one factor in our overall
ability to respond to broad stimuli.

3. Naked-eye rangefinding in practice

3.1 Situations where naked-eye methods are useful
Naked-eye methods are especially useful in situations
where other methods, such as LRFs, are impractical or
ineffective. Examples of such situations include:

• Tunnels: LRFs rely on the reflection of the laser
beam off the surface of the object being measured.
There may not be any surfaces that reflect the laser
beam, making it difficult or impossible within a
tunnel to use a LRF to measure the distance to
the end. Alternatively, naked-eye methods such as
triangulation or geometric principles can be used to
calculate the distance based on the angles and sizes
of known objects within the tunnel.

• Wells: Similarly, LRFs may not be able to measure
the depth of a well, as the laser beam may not reach
the bottom or be deflected. Naked-eye methods such
as measuring the angle of elevation from the top of
the well to the water level, and using trigonometric
functions to calculate the depth, can be used instead
to determine the depth.

• Structures with delicate elements: LRFs may not
be suitable for measuring distances to structures
with delicate or transparent elements, such as scaf-
folding or larger glass objects, as the laser beam
could potentially miss the structures or surfaces. As
another option, naked-eye methods using geometric
principles can be used to measure the distance to
the structure.
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Naked-eye methods may be the only methods that
work in certain situations and can be valuable fallback
methods in general.

3.2 Comparison of naked-eye methods versus LRFs
The accuracy and speed of naked-eye methods versus
LRFs can vary depending on the specific circumstances
and the skill of the user. In general, LRFs tend to be more
accurate and faster than naked-eye methods, as they are
designed specifically for the task of measuring distances
and tend to perform the measurements automatically.

However, there are situations where naked-eye meth-
ods can be more accurate or faster than LRFs. For ex-
ample, if the object being measured is small or has low
contrast, the laser beam from a range finder may not be
reflected back to the device, resulting in an error or failure
to measure. As previously mentioned, methods such as
triangulation or geometric principles are more accurate,
as they do not rely on the reflection of the laser beam.

Similarly, if the object being measured is too far away
or the conditions are not suitable for using a LRF (e.g.,
fog, rain, or snow), the device may not be able to make
an accurate measurement. Naked-eye methods are faster
when conditions are unfavorable; they do not require the
time and effort to set up and operate an LRF.

The accuracy and speed of naked-eye methods versus
LRFs can depend on a variety of external factors, and it
is good practice to consider these factors when deciding
which method to use.

3.3 Techniques for improving naked-eye accuracy
There are several techniques that can be used to im-

prove the accuracy of rangefinding using the naked eye:

• Using landmarks: Landmarks such as trees, build-
ings, or other distinctive features can be used as
reference points to help judge distance and position.
By matching the terrain to the map by examining
and associating terrain features, it is possible to
estimate a position with a reasonable degree of ac-
curacy.

• Using optical aids: Simple optical aids such as tele-
scopes or binoculars can be used to magnify the
image and make it easier to see fine details. These
aids can also be used to observe objects at a distance,
allowing for more accurate measurements.

• Using multiple measurements: By making multiple
measurements from different positions and angles,
it is possible to improve the accuracy of the esti-
mates by averaging out any errors.

• Using triangulation: Triangulation involves observ-
ing a given object from two or more different po-
sitions and using the angles between the lines of
sight to calculate the distance and position of the

object. This technique is particularly useful when
the object is far away and the angles are large, as
the human eye is more sensitive to large angles
than small ones.

• Using geometric principles: Basic geometric princi-
ples such as the Pythagorean theorem can be em-
ployed to calculate distances and positions based on
the sizes and angles of known objects. For example,
by measuring the height and base angle of a tree,
it is possible to calculate the distance to that tree
using trigonometric functions.

• Practice and training: Improving the accuracy of
naked-eye methods can also require practice and
training, as it requires developing the skills and
judgment needed to successfully use visual cues and
geometric principles.

Employing these techniques and other approaches, it
becomes possible to improve the accuracy of using the
naked eye where the limits of visual acuity might other-
wise be a challenge.

3.4 Instrument scale marks
When tools are created to respect the parameters shown
in 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, human acuity can be used at its opti-
mal levels. The above research can be applied directly to
the design of naked-eye measuring instruments and the
minimum angular object size that is measurable:

The lower limit of differentiation of objects
with the naked eye at a distance of 72 cm is
5 MOA or 0.0833°. For hand-held measuring
instruments, at a distance of 57.3 cm [arm’s
length] this value is 0.0663° or about 4 MOA
for our purposes (Filiusventi, 2021).

Which, in turn determines the dimensions of features
like scale marks: A resulting application is the construc-
tion of measuring scales with a division of 0.1° or 6 MOA.
At an arm’s length of 57.3 cm, the scale marks for a di-
vision of 0.1° are spaced at exactly 1 mm. A scale with
a division of 0.05° or 3 MOA tests the lower limit and
requires a keen eye. At an arm’s length of 57.3 cm, the
scale marks for a division of 0.05° are spaced at exactly
0.5 mm.

The smallest element to be visually discerned is the
width of the scale mark, which at a width of e.g. 0.25 mm
would subtend an angle of 0.025° or 1.5 MOA. Compare
this to the 1 MOA of 20

20 vision.

4. Advantages of naked-eye methods

4.1 EMP-proof nature of naked-eye methods
One of the advantages of low-tech, naked-eye methods is
their EMP-proof nature, as they do not rely on electronic
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devices. An EMP, or electromagnetic pulse, is a burst of
electromagnetic radiation that can disrupt or damage
electronic devices. EMPs can be caused by a variety of
sources, including solar flares, nuclear explosions, and
man-made devices.

Electronic devices are vulnerable to EMPs because
they rely on the flow of electrons through circuits to func-
tion. When exposed to an EMP, the electrons in the circuits
can be disrupted, causing the device to malfunction or be
damaged. Naked-eye methods, on the other hand, do not
rely on electronic circuits by definition, and are therefore
immune to the effects of EMPs.

This EMP-proof nature of naked-eye methods can be
a significant advantage in certain scenarios, such as mil-
itary operations or disaster scenarios, where the risk of
EMP exposure or other factors disturbing or disrupting
the electromagnetic spectrum is high. In these rare situa-
tions, electronic devices are too vulnerable, not reliable, or
may be unavailable, making low-tech methods a valuable
substitute for gathering information since they guarantee
immunity from the effects of EMPs.

4.2 Ability to operate without external data sources
The ability to operate without external data sources

such as GPS or electronic maps is an important advan-
tage of naked-eye methods, as it becomes possible for them
to be used where these data sources are unavailable or
unreliable. GPS and online maps are useful tools for gath-
ering and navigating information; however, they rely on
electronic devices and data sources such as satellites and
servers. These data sources may not always be available
or may be disrupted, making it difficult or impossible to
use GPS or maps.

Naked-eye methods, on the other hand, do not rely
on external data sources and can be used to gather and
navigate information using only the observer’s own senses
and existing knowledge. This can be especially valuable in
dynamic situations, where access to external data sources
is limited or uncertain and autonomy from external data
might be critical.

4.3 Low cost and simplicity of naked-eye methods
The low cost and simplicity of naked-eye methods are
important advantages, as they make these methods acces-
sible to a wide range of users.

Naked-eye methods do not require specialized or ex-
pensive equipment, and can be performed using only basic
tools and techniques. This makes them an attractive op-
tion for users who do not have the resources or expertise
to use more complex or costly methods.

In addition, naked-eye methods are adaptable and
flexible. They can be used in a range of situations, and can
be modified or improvised as needed to suit the specific
circumstances.

5. Conclusion
5.1 Recap of the benefits of naked-eye methods
The examined methods are a valuable alternative for
electronics-based rangefinding in non-standard situations,
as they offer a number of benefits over other methods.
These benefits include:

1. Simplicity and accessibility

2. Independence from electronics

3. Low risk of detection

4. Wide applicability.

5. Improvisation and adaptability

6. Lack of vulnerability to interference

7. Independence from external data sources

Methods using the naked eye offer many benefits for
makeshift navigation, surveying, and rangefinding when
creativity is quickly required, making them a valuable
addition to or replacement of other methods.

5.2 The capabilities and limits of the naked eye
It is important to understand the capabilities and limits
of the naked eye in order to make productive use of these
methods. The human eye has a finite level of acuity, and
there are certain circumstances (e.g., low contrast, small
size, long distance) where naked-eye methods are not
advantageous. Its capabilities are clearly delineated by
the lower bounds of visual acuity, but also by differences
in individual eye sight. By understanding these limits and
capabilities, it is possible to choose appropriate methods
and techniques for a given situation, and to use these
methods in the most effective way possible.
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